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A Method of Calculating LC Parameters of
Balancing Compensators for AC Arc Furnaces
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Abstract—A method of calculating LC parameters of areactive4
balancing compensator for ac arc furnaces at the supply-voltage5
asymmetry is the subject of this paper. The developed method6
is illustrated numerically with the calculation of LC parameters7
of a balancing compensator for an ac arc furnace approximated8
by a linear model with fixed parameters. The presented method9
can be regarded as an initial step toward developing balancing10
compensation for ultra-high-power ac arc furnaces. The method of11
calculation of LC parameters of balancing compensators is based12
in this paper on the currents’ physical component (CPC) power13
theory.14

Index Terms—AC arc furnaces, currents’ physical components,15
electric arc furnace (EAF), unbalanced loads, unbalanced power.16

I. INTRODUCTION17

AC ARC furnaces seem to be the highest power individual18

loads in distribution systems now. There are currently19

installed units of the power above 300 MVA, and in the future20

even 1GVA units are not beyond the scope of imagination. Such21

a furnace is a single load that has the power equivalent to a city22

with approximately half a million population. Annual energy23

consumption of a single arc furnace could be [4] in the range of24

1000 GWh, meaning that the energy bill could be in the range25

of a hundred million dollars.26

A structure of an arc furnace with the supply transformer is27

shown in Fig. 1.28

The furnace shell is of course grounded, but its interior is29

coated with relatively high resistance ceramic. Consequently, at30

least two arcs have to be ignited. The voltage-current relation of31

electric arc furnaces is strongly nonlinear and time-variant. Only32

the last period of the furnace operation cycle, the refining period,33

is relatively quiet. In the first two cycles of furnace operation,34

namely, in the boring period and in the melting period [1], the arc35

ignition is strongly random. In effect, the supply currents of arc36

furnaces are not only strongly asymmetrical, but also distorted37

and random. The same applies to the furnace supply voltage.38

This is because the power rating of the furnace transformer is39

usually no more than two times higher than the furnace power.40

Power of distribution transformers in common systems is at least41

twenty times higher than the load power. Consequently, because42

of a very high relative impedance of the furnace transformer, the43

furnace current asymmetry and distortion causes much higher
Q1

44

voltage asymmetry and distortion as compared to their levels in45

common distribution systems.46
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Fig. 1. Structure of an arc furnace with a supply transformer.

To stabilize the arc, the supply has to have sufficiently large 47

inductance which requires that series inductors be connected 48

into supply lines [2]–[4]. In effect, arc furnaces operate at rel- 49

atively low power factor, which usually is in the range of 0.7. 50

Consequently, the distribution system that supplies an arc fur- 51

nace is affected not only by the furnace current asymmetry and 52

its distortion, but also by a reactive current of the rms value 53

comparable to the active one. 54

Compensation of the reactive and unbalanced currents of the 55

ultra-high power arc furnaces is currently beyond the capabil- 56

ity of the PWM-inverter-based switching compensators (known 57

commonly as “active power filters”) due to limited switch- 58

ing power of transistors. Resonant harmonic filters tuned to 59

individual harmonics are used instead. The switching power 60

of transistors might be sufficient if switching compensation is 61

confined only to selected harmonics. The reactive and unbal- 62

anced currents have to be compensated by reactive compensators 63

[3], [4]. Unfortunately, the power theory of electrical systems at 64

the present state of development does not provide fundamentals 65

for design of reactive balancing compensators operated in situ- 66

ations created by ultra-high power arc furnaces, mainly due to 67

the supply voltage asymmetry. The term “power theory” used 68

above means a set of true statements on power properties of elec- 69

trical systems and on possibility of their improvement through 70

compensation. 71

There are a lot of research reports [3]–[5] where authors at- 72

tempt to describe the electric arc mathematically and find a 73

relation between the arc voltage and the current. They suggest a 74

variety of arc models. All of them depend on the arc geometry 75

and local temperature, which are fast varying agents and are un- 76

known for an external observer. Consequently, the arc furnace 77

for such an external observer is a black box with only measur- 78

able currents and voltages at the furnace terminals as well as a 79

few measurable parameters of the melting process such as the 80

internal temperature and the state of melting. 81
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There were a number of attempts [9]–[13] of describing the82

arc furnace as an electric load in terms of the voltages and83

currents at its terminals. Of all these attempts, according to84

[12], [13], only the Currents Physical Components (CPC)-based85

power theory provides some tools that could be useful for identi-86

fication of processes inside of the arc furnace shell. It is because87

the CPC decomposes the load current into components that are88

associated with distinctive physical phenomena in the load.89

This paper is focused on only a single issue related to re-90

active compensation of the reactive and unbalanced currents91

produced by an AC arc furnace. This issue is: how to calculate92

compensator LC parameters in a situation where the voltages93

at the compensator terminals are asymmetrical, assuming lin-94

ear approximation of the arc furnace. Such an approximation95

is still very distant from the arc furnace properties, but unfor-96

tunately, the power theory at its present state of development97

does not provide any answer to this question, even if voltages98

and currents are sinusoidal. This question should be answered,99

however, before a similar question is asked, when the voltages100

and currents are not only asymmetrical, but also nonsinusoidal101

and random.102

The situation for which LC parameters of a reactive balancing103

compensator are looked for in this paper is very distant from the104

real situation, however. Results of studies presented in this paper105

can be regarded as a contribution to a balancing compensator106

design in general terms. Nonetheless, these results may provide107

a starting point for developing reactive balancing compensators108

for ultra-high power arc furnaces.109

This paper presents a Currents’ Physical Components (CPC)-110

based approach to reactive compensation which has a strong111

analogy to that discussed in [25], and most symbols, originally112

introduced in [18], have the same meanings. Therefore, it is113

recommended that a reader is acquainted with [25].114

II. CURRENTS’ PHYSICAL COMPONENTS (CPC)115

AT ASYMMETRICAL VOLTAGE116

Studies on methods of designing reactive balancing compen-117

sators for three-phase unbalanced systems have a long history.118

These studies were initiated by Steinmetz [14] in 1917, who de-119

veloped the first such compensator, known as a Steinmetz com-120

pensator. Some results of studies on such compensators’ design121

in sinusoidal situations and their performance can be found in122

[15]–[21]. This problem for systems with nonsinusoidal, but123

symmetrical supply voltage was solved in [18].124

The design method of a reactive balancing compensator of125

linear unbalanced loads supplied with asymmetrical voltage pre-126

sented in this paper is based on the load current decomposition127

into the physical components, presented in [26]. Fundamentals128

of this decomposition without details and proofs are drafted129

below.130

Any unbalanced but linear three-phase load with a three-wire131

supply as shown in Fig. 2 has an equivalent circuit as shown in132

Fig. 3.133

There are an infinite number of equivalent loads, i.e., sets of134

line-to-line admittances YRS , Y ST , and YTR , that at the same135

supply voltages have the same active and reactive power P and136

Fig. 2. Three-phase linear load with three-wire supply.

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of a three-phase load.

Q. Consequently, one of these admittances can have any value. 137

In particular, we can choose zero.In these figures 138

u
df=

[
uR , uS , uT

]T
, i

df=
[
iR , iS , iT

]T
. (1)

are three-phase vectors of the supply voltage and the load cur- 139

rent. The complex rms (crms) values of line voltages and cur- 140

rents can be arranged into vectors 141

U
df=

[
UR US UT

]T
, I

df=
[
IR IS IT

]T
. (2)

The complex power of the load is equal to 142

UT I∗ = P + jQ
df= C = Cejϕ . (3)

Observe that C is not referred to as the “complex apparent 143

power” which is a common custom in electrical engineering, 144

since the apparent power S is defined in this paper according to 145

[23] as 146

S
df= ‖ u ‖‖ i ‖=

√
U 2

R + U 2
S + U 2

T

√
I2
R + I2

S + I2
T . (4)

A justification for this selection can be found in [24]. At such 147

definition of the apparent power, 148

S ≥
√

P 2 + Q2 . (5)

Thus the magnitude of the complex power C is not equal to the 149

apparent power S of the load. This issue was discussed in detail 150

in [25]. 151

Let us introduce three-phase unit symmetrical vectors of the 152

positive sequence 1p and the negative sequence, 1n , defined as 153

1p df=

⎡

⎢
⎣

1
α∗

α

⎤

⎥
⎦=

⎡

⎢
⎣

1
1e−j2π/3

1ej2π/3

⎤

⎥
⎦ , 1n df=

⎡

⎢
⎣

1
α

α∗

⎤

⎥
⎦=

⎡

⎢
⎣

1
1ej2π/3

1e−j2π/3

⎤

⎥
⎦

(6)
and shown in Fig. 4. 154

The supply voltage can be decomposed into the positive and 155

the negative sequence symmetrical components of the crms 156
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Fig. 4. Three-phase symmetrical unit vectors 1p and 1n .

Fig. 5. Balanced load equivalent to original load with respect to the active and
reactive powers P and Q.

values U p and Un equal to157

[
U p

Un

]
=

1
3

[
1, α, α∗

1, α∗, α

]
⎡

⎢
⎣

UR

US

UT

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (7)

158

With respect to the active and reactive powers P and Q at159

the supply voltage u, the unbalanced load shown in Fig. 2, is160

equivalent to a balanced load shown in Fig. 5 on the condition161

that its phase admittance is equal to162

Y b
df= Gb + jBb

df=
P − jQ

‖ u ‖2 =
C∗

‖ u ‖2

=
C∗

RS + C∗
ST + C∗

TR

‖ u ‖2 =
Y RS U 2

RS + Y ST U 2
ST + Y TR U 2

TR

‖ u ‖2 .

(8)

163
Since Y b is the admittance of a balanced load, which is164

equivalent to the original load with respect to the active and165

reactive powers, it will be referred to as the equivalent bal-166

anced admittance. The equivalent balanced load draws the167

current168

ib = ia + ir =
√

2 Re
{
Ib ejω t

}
=

√
2 Re

{
Y bU ejω t

}
(9)

composed of the active current169

ia
df= Gb u =

√
2 Re

{
Gb (U p + Un ) ejωt

}

=
√

2 Re
{
Gb (1p U p + 1nUn ) ejωt

}
(10)

and the reactive current170

ir (t) df= Bb u (t + T/4) =
√

2 Re
{
jBb (U p + Un ) ejωt

}

=
√

2 Re
{
jBb (1p U p + 1nUn ) ejωt

}
. (11)

171The remaining current of the load after the current of the 172

balanced load is subtracted, namely 173

i − ib =
√

2 Re
{
(I − Ib) ejω t

} df= iu =
√

2 Re
{
Iuejω t

}

(12)
is caused by the load imbalance. At symmetrical voltage, the ac- 174

tive and reactive currents can be expressed in terms of equivalent 175

admittance of the load, Y e , defined in [22] as 176

Y e
df= Ge + jBe = Y ST + YTR + YRS . (13)

177

The equivalent balanced admittance of the load Yb in the 178

presence of the supply voltage asymmetry differs from the ad- 179

mittance Ye by an admittance Yd referred to as the voltage 180

asymmetry dependent admittance Yd , since the balanced admit- 181

tance Yb can be rearranged as follows 182

Y b =
C∗

‖ u ‖2 =
C∗

RS + C∗
ST + C∗

TR

‖ u ‖2

=2Y e−
3

‖ u ‖2

(
Y STU 2

R + Y TRU 2
S + Y RSU 2

T

)df= Y e−Y d

(14)

meaning 183

Y d =
3

‖ u ‖2

(
Y STU 2

R + Y TRU 2
S + Y RSU 2

T

)
− Y e . (15)

The crms value of the current in line R is equal to 184

IR = Y RS (UR − US ) − Y TR (UT − UR ) (16)

and can be rearranged to the form 185

IR = Y eUR − (Y STUR + Y TRUT + Y RSUS ) . (17)

The crms values of the supply voltage can be expressed in terms 186

of crms values of the voltage positive and negative sequence 187

components U p and Un , namely 188

UR = U p + Un , US = α∗U p + αUn , UT = αU p + α∗Un

(18)
and formula (17) for the crms value of the current in line R can 189

be rearranged to the form 190

IR = Y eUR + Y pnU p
R + Y npUn

R (19)

where 191

Y pn df= − (Y ST + αY TR + α∗Y RS) (20)

Y np df= − (Y ST + α∗Y TR + αY RS) . (21)

are the load unbalanced admittances for the voltages of the 192

positive and the negative sequences, respectively. 193

Similarly, the crms values of the currents in lines S and T can 194

be presented in the form 195

IS = Y eUS + Y pnU p
T + Y npUn

T (22)

IT = Y eUT + Y pnU p
S + Y npUn

S . (23)
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These three crms values of the load currents can be expressed196

in the vector form197

I =

⎡

⎢
⎣

IR

IS

IT

⎤

⎥
⎦ = Y eU + 1nY pnU p + 1pY npUn (24)

so that the vector of the crms values of the unbalanced currents198

is equal to199

Iu = I − Ib = (Y e − Y b) U + 1nY pnU p + 1pY npUn ,
(25)

or it can be rearranged as follows200

Iu = Y dU + Jn + Jp (26)

where201

Jn = 1n Y pnU p , Jp = 1p Y npUn . (27)

Thus, in the presence of asymmetry in the supply voltage u a202

three-phase unbalanced load draws the unbalanced current of203

the value:204

iu =
√

2 Re
{
Iu ejω t

}
=

√
2 Re

{
[Y d U + Jn + Jp ] ejω t

}
.

(28)
At given voltage u this current is dependent on three admittances205

of the load, namely: Y d , Y pn and Y np .206

Formula (26) shows that the voltage asymmetry dependent207

admittance Y d affects the load unbalanced current, but the de-208

pendence of this admittance on this voltage asymmetry in for-209

mula (15) remains unclear. To find this dependence, observe210

that211

U 2
R = URU ∗

R = (U p + Un ) (U p + Un )∗

= Up2 + Un2 + 2Re {U p∗Un} . (29)

Similarly212

U 2
S = Up2 + Un2 + 2Re {α∗U p∗Un} (30)

U 2
T = Up2 + Un2 + 2Re {αU p∗Un} . (31)

The crms values of the supply voltage symmetrical components213

U p and Un have in general the form214

U p = Upejφ , Un = Unejϕ . (32)

Therefore, if we denote215

U p∗Un = UpUnej (ϕ−φ) df= W = Wejψ (33)

admittance Y d , given by (15), can be expressed as216

Y d = 2
Y STRe {W } + Y TRRe {α∗W } + Y RSRe {αW }

Up2 + Un2 .

(34)

217 When the supply voltage asymmetry is specified by a complex218

asymmetry coefficient a,219

Un

U p =
Unejϕ

Upejφ
=

Un

Up
ej (ϕ−φ) df= a = aejψ (35)

then 220

Re {W }
Up2 + Un2 =

UpUn

Up2 + Un2 Re
{

ej (ϕ−φ)
}

=
a

1 + a2 cos ψ,

(36)

and consequently, the asymmetry dependent unbalanced admit- 221

tance Y d can be rearranged to the form 222

Y d =
2a

1 + a2

[
Y STcos ψ + Y TRcos

(
ψ − 2π

3

)

+Y RScos
(

ψ +
2π

3

)]
. (37)

which reveals its dependence on the supply voltage asymmetry. 223

In particular, when the supply voltage is symmetrical and of the 224

positive sequence then a = 0, and consequently, this admittance 225

is zero. It is also zero for balanced loads. 226

Equation (12) combined with (9) results in the load current 227

decomposition into the active, reactive and unbalanced compo- 228

nents, such that 229

i (t) = ia (t) + ir (t) + iu (t) . (38)

They are associated with distinctive physical phenomena in the 230

circuit. Active current ia (t) is associated with permanent trans- 231

fer of energy to the load. Reactive current ir (t) is associated 232

with the phenomenon of the phase-shift between the load volt- 233

age and the current. Unbalanced current iu (t) is associated with 234

the load imbalance. Therefore, these three currents are regarded 235

as the load Currents’ Physical Components (CPC). 236

It was proven in [26] that the active, reactive and the unbal- 237

anced currents are mutually orthogonal and consequently, their 238

three-phase rms values ‖ . ‖ satisfy the relationship 239

‖ i ‖2 =‖ ia‖2+ ‖ ir‖2 + ‖ iu ‖2 . (39)

with 240

‖ ia ‖ = Gb ‖ u ‖, ‖ ir ‖= |Bb | ‖ u ‖ . (40)

‖ iu ‖ =
√

‖ i ‖2− ‖ ia‖2 − ‖ ir ‖2 . (41)

241

Multiplying (39) by the square of the three-phase rms value 242

of the load voltage ‖ u ‖ the power equation of an unbalanced 243

load with asymmetrical voltage is obtained, 244

S2 = P 2 + Q2 + D2
u (42)

with 245

Q
df= ± ‖ u ‖ × ‖ ir ‖= −Bb‖ u ‖2 (43)

Du
df= ‖ u ‖ × ‖ iu ‖ . (44)

Power equation (42), when compared with the power equation 246

for systems with symmetrical supply voltage developed in [22], 247

shows that the structure of this equation is not affected by the 248

voltage asymmetry. The same is with definitions of all powers. 249

The difference is in definitions of the Currents’ Physical Com- 250

ponents. The voltage asymmetry affects their dependence on the 251

load parameters. 252
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Fig. 6. Three-phase system with reactive compensator.

Fig. 7. Three-phase system with reactive balancing compensator, which draws
the negative of reactive und unbalanced currents.

III. PARAMETERS OF BALANCING COMPENSATOR253

Presence of the reactive and unbalanced currents in the supply254

current i reduces the power factor λ since its value is equal to255

λ
df=

P

S
=

‖ ia ‖
‖ i ‖ =

1
√

1 +
(

‖ir ‖
‖ia ‖

)2
+

(
‖iu ‖
‖ia ‖

)2
. (45)

Reduction of their three-phase rms values enables the power256

factor improvement.257

In the case of ultra-high power arc furnaces supplied from258

transformers of relatively low power, reduction of the reactive259

and unbalanced currents can substantially reduce the voltage260

asymmetry and increase its rms value at the arc furnace ter-261

minals. Consequently, the active power P and active current262

three-phase rms value ‖ ia ‖ can change as well.263

Parameters of a reactive compensator, connected as shown in264

Fig. 6, can be found in an optimization process which is aimed at265

minimization of the supply current three-phase rms value ‖ i′ ‖.266

Power properties of the load are not needed for such opti-267

mization. Instead, the effect of the voltage change upon the load268

current, i.e., the load model is needed. In the case of an arc269

furnace, unknown and fast varying arc geometry and physical270

conditions in the furnace shell make such optimization ques-271

tionable.272

When the reactive and unbalanced currents of the load are273

known, no optimization procedure is needed, however. Parame-274

ters of a compensator can be calculated from the condition that275

it will draw the negative reactive and unbalanced currents, as276

shown in Fig. 7.277

Observe that the compensator also changes the load and the278

compensator voltage, so that recalculation of the compensator279

Fig. 8. Three-phase system with a compensator of Δ structure.

parameters might be needed. It means that calculation of the 280

compensator parameters is an iterative process. 281

We can assume that a compensator in Δ structure is built of 282

three lossless reactive elements of susceptance TRS , TST , and 283

TTR as shown in Fig. 8. 284

Current decomposition into CPC, dependence of these cur- 285

rents on the load parameters Gb, Bb, Y d , Y pn and Y np and 286

the voltage asymmetry coefficient a, as presented above, can 287

be reversed to calculate parameters of a compensator that will 288

draw the current −ir − iu . 289

Resulting from (8) the compensator balanced susceptance, 290

denoted by BCb , is equal to 291

BCb =
TRSU 2

RS + TSTU 2
ST + TTRU 2

TR

‖ u ‖2 (46)

while unbalanced admittances of the compensator 292

Y pn
C = −j (TST + αTTR + α∗TRS) (47)

Y np
C = −j (TST + α∗TTR + αTRS) , (48)

and the asymmetry dependent unbalanced admittance 293

Y Cd = j
2a

1 + a2

[
TSTcos ψ + TTRcos

(
ψ − 2π

3

)

+TRScos
(

ψ +
2π

3

)]
. (49)

The compensator reduces the reactive current to zero at the 294

condition that 295

BCb + Bb = 0, (50)

and it reduces the unbalanced current to zero on the condition 296

that the sum of the unbalanced current of the load, specified by 297

(26), and the compensator are equal to zero. i.e., 298

(Y Cd + Y d) U + 1n (Y pn
C + Y pn) U p + 1p(Y np

C

+Y np)Un = 0. (51)

299

This equation has to be satisfied by each line, in particular, 300

for line R it has the form 301

(Y Cd + Y d) UR + (Y pn
C + Y pn)U p + (Y np

C + Y np) Un = 0
(52)

Since coefficients and variables in this equation are complex 302

numbers, it has to be satisfied for both the real and the imaginary 303
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Fig. 9. Results of the circuit analysis.

parts. Thus (52) represents two equations. Consequently, (50)304

and (52) provide three equations needed for calculating three305

unknown susceptances TRS , TST , and TTR of the balancing306

compensator. Unfortunately, since these unknown susceptances307

are hidden, according to (47), (48) and (49), inside admittances308

Y pn
C ,Y np

C ,Y Cd , these equations with respect to unknown pa-309

rameters TRS , TST , and TTR are very complex. Arranging them310

into explicit form with respect to unknown parameters requires311

much more space than available in this paper. Therefore, only312

final equations are provided below. Assuming that TRS = x,313

TST = y, TTR = z, these equations can be written in the314

form315

U 2
RSx + U 2

STy + U 2
TRz = −Bb‖ u ‖2 (53)

Re {F 1}x + Re {F 2} y + Re {F 3} z = −Re {F 4} (54)

Im {F 1}x + Im {F 2} y + Im {F 3} z = −Im {F 4} (55)

where316

F1
df= c3

(
1 + aejψ

)
− j

(
α∗ + αaejψ

)
(56)

F2
df= c1

(
1 + aejψ

)
− j

(
1 + aejψ

)
(57)

F3
df= c2

(
1 + aejψ

)
− j

(
α + α∗aejψ

)
(58)

F4
df=

(
1 + aejψ

)
Y d + Y pn +

(
1 + aejψ

)
Y np (59)

while317

c1
df= j

2a cos ψ

1 + a2 (60)

c2
df= j

2a cos (ψ − 120◦)
1 + a2 (61)

c3
df= j

2a cos (ψ − 240◦)
1 + a2 . (62)

318

Numerical Illustration: Let us calculate parameters of a bal-319

ancing compensator for an arc furnace approximated by a linear320

load, shown in Fig. 9, with extinguished arc in line T. The fur-321

nace is supplied from a transformer with relatively low power.322

Its short-circuit parameters, recalculated to the secondary side,323

are shown in Fig. 9. It is assumed that the internal voltage of the324

supply e is symmetrical and for line R its crms value is equal to325

ER = 1000 exp {j0◦} V. At such assumptions the arc furnace326

Fig. 10. System with compensator and compensation results.

voltage asymmetry is caused only by asymmetry of the furnace 327

current. 328

When the arc furnace under consideration is balanced, i.e., all 329

three arcs are ignited, then the furnace operates at voltage rms 330

value UR = 830.4 V with the active power P = 1.03 MW and 331

the power factor λ = 0.707. 332

When the arc in phase T is not ignited, as assumed in this 333

illustration, then 334

Y RS = (0.25 − j0.25) S; Y ST = 0; Y TR = 0

UR =909.4e−j 7 .9◦
U S = 841.1e−j 118 .4◦

V, U T = 1000ej 120◦
V.

Powers and three-phase rms values ‖ . ‖ of the Currents’ Phys- 335

ical Components of the furnace current are shown in Fig. 9. The 336

load power factor is λ = 0.45. 337

The crms values of the positive and the negative sequence 338

voltages at the load terminals are 339

U p = 914.5e−j2.2◦
V, Un = 92.85e−j98.2◦

V,

and consequently, the coefficient of the load voltage asymmetry 340

a = aejψ = 0.102e−j96.1◦
.

The load admittances needed for the compensator design are 341

equal to 342

Y b = (0.204 + j0.204) S, Y d = 0.0649e−j45.0◦
S,

Y pn = 0.354ej15.0◦
S, Y np = 0.354e−j105.0◦

S.

343

For such load admittances, the compensator equations 344

(53)–(55) result in the compensator line-to-line susceptances: 345

TRS = 0.259 S, TST = 0.148 S, TTR = −0.138 S.

346

The system with the compensator and compensation results 347

are shown in Fig. 10. 348

These results show that in spite of the fact that the reactive 349

and unbalanced currents were substantially reduced, full com- 350

pensation was not achieved. This was because the compensator 351

changed the voltage at its terminals, so that the compensator sus- 352

ceptances do not satisfy (53)–(55), i.e., these susceptances do 353

not have the right values. Their calculation has to be repeated for 354

voltages in the compensator’s presence. The compensator with 355

modified susceptances will again change the voltage, however. 356
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Fig. 11. Final results of compensation.

This leads to iterative calculations. In the situation as assumed357

in this illustration, the third iteration results in the compensator358

susceptances359

TRS = 0.250 S, TST = 0.144 S, TTR = −0.144 S.

The effects of compensation are shown in Fig. 11.360

This illustration validates the suggested method and the com-361

pensator equations (53)–(55). It confirms that compensator LC362

parameters can be calculated with the method presented even in363

the situation where the supply voltage is asymmetrical. Such a364

compensator is capable of eliminating entirely both the reactive365

and unbalanced currents, thus improving the power factor to366

unity.367

Performance of such a balancing compensator in a real envi-368

ronment is affected by harmonics, however. Moreover, the com-369

pensator has to have an adaptive property. These issues cannot370

be covered in the frame of a single paper, and consequently, they371

are beyond the scope of this paper.372

IV. CONCLUSION373

The presented method of calculation of LC parameters of a374

reactive balancing compensator in the presence of supply volt-375

age asymmetry fills a theoretical gap of the power theory. It can376

be applied for design of a balancing compensator in unbalanced377

systems composed of large aggregates of single-phase loads or378

loads that by nature are unbalanced, such as traction systems.379

Since AC arc furnaces are fast varying loads with high current380

distortion, the presented method cannot be used directly for381

compensators for such furnaces’ design, without further studies382

on the effect of harmonics upon the compensator parameters383

and without integrating the method with adaptive compensa-384

tion. Nonetheless, the method developed in this paper could be385

regarded as an initial step towards developing compensators for386

balancing and reducing the reactive power of ultra-high power387

AC arc furnaces.388
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